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What is Jisc?

• The sectors’ own organisation for digital;
under its own oversight

• Dedicated entirely to the sectors’ individual and 
collective needs

• Not a vendor: Jisc deals with and/or works with vendors 
and publishers on the collective behalf

• Not for profit: every £ used for the sectors’ benefit
• Objective, but not unbiased: we put the sectors’ 

interests above all else
• Of the sectors, by the sectors, for the sectors



Mission
To enable people in higher 
education and further education
to perform at the forefront of 
international practice by exploiting 
fully the possibilities of modern 
digital empowerment, content
and connectivity

Our vision & mission

Vision
To make the UK the most 
digitally advanced 
education and research
nation in the world



Why Jisc?
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Why Jisc? video:

https://youtu.be/1FeZ4lDAKtU

https://youtu.be/1FeZ4lDAKtU


What does Jisc do?
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Does 4 things…

Providing and developing a 
network infrastructure and 

related services that meet the 
needs of the UK research and 

education communities

Supporting the procurement, 
management and discovery of 

resources for UK education 
and research.

Our network of national and 
regional teams provide local 

engagement, advice & support 
to help providers get the most 

out of our service offer

Our R&D work, paid for entirely 
by our major funders, identifies 

emerging technologies and 
develops them around particular 

needs
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Janet – the Jisc Network

Janet – the Jisc Network video:

https://youtu.be/JyG-GHnmQ2E

https://youtu.be/JyG-GHnmQ2E


Who we serve
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Colleges UsersUniversities Skills 
providers



Funding architecture in 2015-16
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A coherent approach to engagement
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Jisc Scotland

Head of Jisc 
Scotland

and
Jisc Northern Ireland)

Account
managers

Community 
engagement 

officer

Local office Route into 
the rest of 

Jisc

31 1 1 1



Some real examples

» connectivity – eduroam

» augmented and virtual reality

» digimaps for FE

» e-books for FE

» e-assessment toolkit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unused potential in FE generally.In HE in depends on interaction with the services to see what is used and notConnectivityThis is the amount directly saved by HE & FE institutions through being provided with centrally funded Janet network connections. The total figure is £1.33m per annum.DigimapThis is only looking at the 2 HEIS in NI that use the service. It’s too early to start seeing results for Digimap for FE Colleges.I’ve taken the overall value of Digimap use in NI and compared with whole-UK use. For comparison, QUB represent 0.99% of total UK HEI income and University of Ulster 0.66%. The average UK usage would be £406,000 in value.I’ve asked Rose to check these numbers as they do look a bit odd to me, and suggest that we may have some way to go in promoting the service. eBooks for FENI FECs are heavy users: I’ve had to compare with England as I don’t have whole-UK info for the comparison data.By comparison, FE income for NI is only 3.1% of that in England, and student enrolments only 4.7%, so usage in NI is well ahead of average.



Jisc Scotland

»Championing the customer
»Ensuring each customer benefits from a fully 

managed relationship with Jisc
»Account management
»Subject specialists
»Community engagement
»Engagement plans for all
»Sector engagement



Jisc engagement plan for Scotland

» Individual and tailored account management for 
all organisations

» Jisc stakeholder forum – UK governance layer
» Three regional consultative fora
» Partnership building and stakeholder 

engagement
» Scottish priorities



Find out more…
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Jason Miles-Campbell
Head of Jisc Scotland
jason.miles-campbell@jisc.ac.uk

T 020 3819 8253
M 07468 727314

customerservices@jisc.ac.uk jisc.ac.uk

Except where otherwise noted, this work is licensed under CC-BY-NC-ND
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